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1 ntrod uction 

B 2022, Gartner predicts that 80% of enterprise-generated data will be created and processed 
outside of the data center and cloud infrastructures compared with 10% today.* Edge computing will 
pick up this job by extending cloud computing capabilities and allowing us to deal with the data 
tsunami being created by the Internet of Things (loT) revolution. 

Edge will allow us to move away from a reliance on centralized data centers and remove the issue of 
networks having to transmit ever-increasing volumes of data. lt will help us make optimal use of the 
growing reservoir of unstructured data produced by loT devices and of rapidly maturing analytics 
technologies and will enable loT devices to make full use of artificial intelligence and offer ever more 
opportunities for innovation. 

lt means real-time information processing at the source enabling faster reaction times. lt will change 
the factories of the future, create smart cities and has the potential to completely change the way we 
travel through autonomous vehicles. 

ln Manufacturing, lTeraBytes of production data is created daily by the average factory, but less than 
1% of production data is analyzed and acted upon in real time.**We see that Artificial intelligence and 
Machine learning s ability to collect and handle big data and its applications in various manufacturing 
applications such as lndustrial loTs , predictive analytics and machinery inspection, quality control, 
and cybersecurity are growing***. 

Edge computing is today a business reality in Manufacturing. Artificial Intelligence Computer vision, 
Lower latency, Autonomy, Security and reduced network costs are enabled by moving computing 
closer to the end-user and the Operational Technologies (OT). 

This paper focuses on Edge computing for Computer vision, Data Analytics and Edge Micro Data 
Center (EDC) infrastructures for industrial affairs. 

• 

*Source The Edge Completes the Cloud A Gartner Trend lnsight Report (09/18)
**Source: IBM lnstitute for Business Value, "The A.I. effect on industrial products."February 2018
***Source Artificial Intelligence in Manufacturing Market Published Date Jan 2019 1 Report Code SE 5470
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Why edge computing? 

Edge computIng is an important element of tt1e post-cloud era. extending rather than replacing 
the cloud. 

lt allows data to be processecl rapiclly at U1e edge, close to where devices are generating it 

1 he clecentrillizecl ilnd distrilJuted n.Jture ot edge computing .Jvoicls unnecess.Jry network tr.Jnsmission to tl1e cloud ilnd embles 
the near real-time actuation of connected things. 
Sirnply put. cdge cornputing rnakes large-scale Al at tt1e edge not only possible but also cost-dfective. ln do1ng so. it opens Hie 
door to unprecedented innovation. 
Edge Cornputing is data driven wiü1 a significant grovvth potential U1at is boosting High Performance compute at the Edge. 

A hugc data explosion 

The loT is fast becoming an 
esser1lidl source ol dûl,1. ils volumes 
lirnitlP.SS. lJnlirnitP.d Al, social 
networks. applications. sensors and 
captors, among 0U1er U1ings, ar·e 
only adding 
lo lt1e '.:>Œrir1g cJdlil ûr1d cor1ler1l. tly 
2030. 
the total volume produccd could 
reacl1 l yottabyte - tt1at's a trillior1 
terabytes or a million trillion 
megubytes. 

Data shifts to tt1c cdgc 

Around 75% of data is expected to be 
produced Jl lt1e edge by 2020. wilt1 or1ly 
75% still prod1JŒd \l,ithin thP. data center. 

A growing cornplcxity of the data 

More and more complex and 
urblruclured dJlil is produced ill lt1e 
edgP. r:Jata is prod1Jced frorn m,mv 
various soLwces in different formats 
including text. voices, images, video 
streams, sounds and sensors. 

Lessons learned from a large shipping company to equip vessels with edge computing 

ÜLII' customer needed edge computing to collect and process data relating to t11e vessels teclmical installations: 

Connected machines 
Ali vessels assets (engine. engine cooling system and ventilation system) are connected ancl generate operational data whict1 is 
consolidated in one cornrnon data lake (Tera bytes of clata createcl everv day). 

Dala-driven prediclive maintenance 
Atos rnrnhined thP VP.ssel-related data with exterml data (such as routes. wPather. sea currPnts) and used Artificial 
Intelligence powered analytics to turn this into relevant insights on technical status. fuel consumption and turnaround time 
of vessels. Eacl1 vessel of the fleet is con11ected to a ce11tral system. whicl1 allows t11ose higl1-value i11sigl1ts to be sent from land to 
sea in real time. 

We used both edge containers & cornputing server, to run extremelv advanced algorithrns directly on the vessel - which gives to 
our customer the flexibility to limit the use of satellite communication and to optimize costs. 

Last but not lcast. wc optin1izcd Wastc l1cat recovcry svstcrn - The solution cnables re-cvcling of the cmittcd cxhaust gascs ancl 
kinetic energy from engines as the power source for the vessel - which has a direct impact on the fuel consurnption 
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Edge computing enhance 
"Cloud first" strategy 
Cloud computing is now the predominant mechanism for IT service delivery. Enterprises 
appreciate the benefits it brings - the agility, scalability, cost efficiency and more. This current 
approach, however, needs to evolve in the long run. The rapid advance in technologies such as the 
lndustrial Internet of Things (lloT), big data analytics, machine learning, artificial intelligence (Al) and 
Computer Vision requires an alternative ... 

Why? Edge 

Factory floor 

Public space 
Internet 

bandwidth Security 

Data 

center 
Cloud Because ingesting massive data sets from 

geographically distributed edge devices and 
processing it in the cloud generates critical issues. 
Today s networks are not yet ready for the 
incredible growth expected in data to be transferred 
Potential risks include low latency, bandwidth 
congestion. poor scalability, not to mention privacy, 
sovereignty and security issues. ______ (!; ___ _ SIEMENS 

Lessons learned from our 
experience with Mindsphere On 
premise/ Edge Data Centers 

Internet latency constraints 

Atos Provides MindSphere On-premise/Edge Data Centers solutions to many manufacturing customers so they can 
be able to securely deploy and manage their own MindSphere business driven applications on shop floor. This 
Solution leads to a number of essential benefits like data confidentiality, low-latency and data processing in close 
proximity to technical equipment at shop floor. As a strategic partner to Siemens. Atos has been one of the first 
partners to enter the MindSphere ecosystem by developing an approach to Manufacturing loT exploitation which 
balances innovation and compliance in equal measure and which delivers quantifiable benefit rapidly and reliably ln 
particular Atos offers MindSphere customers a structured approach: from quickstart services with first real results to 
production readiness of MindSphere applications. in order to accelerate the prototyping, validation and deployment of 
MindSphere applications through automated and predefined use cases. By offering Mindsphere On-premise/Edge 
Data Centers services. Atos manages as we/1 al/ aspects of cloud infrastructure and delivery, scaling up as business 
needs change and ensuring performance. security and clarity of reporting at al/ times. 

With crucial production environments needing real-time (or near real-time) reactions in closed-loop environments, 

Mindsphere 

there is a pressing need to transfer real-time data processing and analysis nearer to the source of data. Compute capability needs to be 
provided inside an environment where connectivity and response times can be tightly 
controlled. Edge computing provides a perfect response to these high-stakes challenges. 
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Edge computing to move 
towa rds a low-ca rbon future 

Edge as an opportunity 

ln the coming years. factories are likely to be subject to strict 
rules on C02 reduction. ln this context, they will have to 
work to reduce their energy footprint This constraint is in 
fact an opportunity, since it has many advantages such as 
better communication to the general public. less energy 
expenditure. and a more sustainable business. To address 
this challenge, the use of Edge Computing can be effective 
in reducing the energy footprint of digital 

Save energy costs 

Less energy consumption means less energy-related 
expenses The electricity bill, depending on the country in 
which the energy is consumed, can be quite varied. 
Nevertheless, over several years, the amount can turn out to 
be high ln this context, the use of Edge Computing seems to 
be relevant and can save a significant part of the 
consumption and thus reduce the bill 

Reduce the pressure on 

network bandwith 

ln a digital ecosystem, it is relatively difficult to accurately 
measure the a mou nt of energy used by the network. 
Nevertheless. a few serious studies have been conducted to 
determine an order of magnitude* This explains that the transfer 
of 1GB of data through the mobile network would consume about 
O.SKWH of energy This figure is not an absolute truth, can vary
depending on many parameters. but can give an idea of what the
network consumes. Unlike a remote private cloud system. the
Edge can be installed on-site, directly in the same network. This
means that the pressure on bandwidth will be lower. lt will be
possible to conserve bandwidth for other uses. or even not use it
at all and reduce the energy consumption of the network
infrastructure

Save space in the factory & 

optimize energy consumption 

A significant part of the energy of companies is due to the 
consumption of their digital ecosystem Machine rooms often 
take up a large amount of space. in which IT-related electricity 
consumption does not account for the entire energy balance of 
the room For example, data centers use additional power 
sources such as an external cooling system Several studies 
have been carried out on the PUE of company-run data 
centers. One of the most complete is conducted every year by 
the "Uptime lnstitute", which surveys thousands of companies 
worldwide. ln 2019 the average PUE was around 167 (Uptime 
lnstitute's Data Center Survey, 2019) which means that for every 
100w of IT, companies used 67w of auxiliary power such as air 
conditioning. 

Thanks to its independence from these other external systems, 
the Edge Servers can solve this problem: Edge Servers are 
coming with relaxed operating temperature specifications ( +5°

C 
to 45

°

C), which means that the operator does not need to 
deploy an external air conditioning solution. 

BullSequana Edge Servers allows maximum inference capability 
in a minimum power consumption 

The Edge combines a large IT capacity in a minimum volume, 
with a power usage that will not exceed 380w. ln this way, the 
BullSequana Edge offers high computing power with minimum 
energy consumption The inference capacity of the machine, 
thanks to two Al acceleration capabilities provided by Nvidia 
T 4s and its low power supply, off ers a power density between 
04 to 0.6 mwh/Top (Top is TeraOperations), in contrast to 
DELL's PowerEdge XR2 range of 0.8 to 0.9 mwh/Top ln 
addition, the power density of the Edge allows the operator to 
deploy multiple applications in the same machine. 
Parallelization solutions such as containerization can thus save 
a large number of machines that were previously used for each 
application at low capacity 
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